P A T I E N T

Know Your
Options.
Know Your
BRCA Status.

The only FDA-approved blood test
to help you know your advanced
cancer treatment options.

Easy and affordable genetic
testing to learn your BRCA status
to determine what treatment is
right for you1
• Your BRCA status could determine your
eligibility for advanced cancer treatments
• Only FDA-approved BRCA1/2 test
• Affordable testing covered by majority of
health plans

Patients with a personal diagnosis of
any of the following cancers should
consider genetic testing:

Breast
Cancer

Ovarian
Cancer

Pancreatic
Cancer

BRACAnalysis CDx® Overview
A one size fits all approach in the treatment
of cancer can leave the risk of patients being
over or under treated. If you or a loved
one have been diagnosed with Metastatic
Pancreatic, Ovarian, or Metastatic Breast
Cancer, BRACAnaylsis CDx identifies if you
have a unique BRCA1/2 mutation. Knowing
your BRCA status is essential when deciding
what treatments are best for you based on the
features of your specific cancer.

What is BRCA?
Everyone is born with BRCA genes. Normally,
the proteins produced by the BRCA1 and
BRCA2 genes prevent cells from developing
into cancer. When one of these genes becomes
ineffective due to an inherited mutation, the
cell has a hard time preventing tumors from
growing, causing an increased risk for cancer.

Advanced Cancer Treatments
and BRCA
Cancer cells with a germline BRCA1/2 mutation
are more vulnerable to treatments that directly
or indirectly damage DNA. If you carry a BRCA
mutation, your cancer cells are less likely to be
repaired and will eventually die with the help of
advanced cancer treatments like PARP inhibitory
therapy.

Affordability
BRACAnalysis CDx testing is broadly
covered by the vast majority of health
plans and most appropriate patients pay
$0. At Myriad, we believe every patient
should have access to the highest quality
testing because we know how useful it is
in helping healthcare providers deliver the
best medical care possible. When one of
our tests is ordered for you, we will work
with your insurance provider to help you
get the appropriate coverage allowed by
your plan. If you have questions about
billing or coverage, please call Myriad at
800-469-7423 for more details.

Process for Testing
With a simple blood test, Myriad can let you and
your physician know if you are a candidate for
advanced cancer treatment.

Your physician takes a
blood draw
Your sample is sent to
Myriad Genetics
Your physician will
receive your results and
will inform you if you are
eligible for advanced
cancer treatments

Your Next Steps For Testing
Advanced cancer treatment like targeted therapies
are new forms of treatments. Ask your doctor about
getting BRCA testing to guide your treatment options

Learn more at BRACAnalysisCDx.com

For detailed information about BRACAnalysis CDx and its intended use please
go to BRACAnlaysisCDx.com
Español (Spanish)
Para obtener información detallada sobre BRACAnalysis CDx y su uso previsto,
visite BRACAnlaysisCDx.com
繁體中文 (Chinese)
有关BRACAnalysis CDx及其预期用途的详细信息，请访问BRACAnlaysisCDx.com.
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